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A Book Review
By Steve West

Kirk Deeter’s new  book The Orvis Guide to Fly Fishing for Carp,
               which will be available nation wide in bookstores and online by
               the time you read this - we were provided with an e-proof copy -
is the ultimate carp angling how to book! Deeter is the editor of Trout
magazine, yet he is a big time golden bones (read ‘carp’) enthusiast. The
new book turns the spotlight on these large ubiquitous fish, examining their
history, behavior, diet, and the challenges they pose for even the most
experienced fly fisherman. Covering everything from the approach, the
presentation, how to effectively read both fish and water, and offering
recipes for the best patterns to throw, Deeter introduces this powerful hard
fighting freshwater game fish to an audience finally ready to stalk them.
    After his 2010
Beaver Island
fishing visit, author
Kirk Deeter wrote
on his Field &
Stream magazine
blog, “Beaver
Island is home to
some remarkable
smallmouth bass
fishing. But, we
were there to
explore the flats
fishing. And—I kid
you not—I would
rate the flats action
on Beaver with any other flats experience in America. Yes, that also
includes Florida, Louisiana, Texas, Nantucket and Hawaii. It’s absolutely
insane around Beaver Island.”
   I sure wish he had included that in the book. But what the heck, a whole
bunch of photos in the book and and the cover shot  were taken by Indigo
Guide Kevin Morlock around Beaver Island. Morlock and Indigo Guide
Steve Martinez managed the media outing, with Beaver Island Chamber of
Commerce support, which introduced author Deeter and others to the
friendly folks and world class fishing of the Beaver Archipelago. Beaver
Island and the Indigo Guides clearly were contributors to the book.
   Deeter dispels much of the misinformation about the 19th century im-
ported common carp, not to be confused with the invasive Asian carp. They
are nasty bottom feeders: “Wrong buffalo breath, as Johnny Carson used to
say. They are true omnivores and feed on the surface as well as the bottom
rather like the Island’s popular small mouth bass. In June’s warming Beaver
Archipelago shallows sometimes bass “steal” the fly offering avid anglers
aim at golden bonefish. Indeed, for some anglers the fighting small mouth
bass is an “incidental catch.”
   The increase in popularity of fly fishing for carp shows no sign of abating,
no matter how many tweed jacket trout anglers call them trash. Beaver
Island continues to gain national attention as a fresh water paradise of flats
style fly fishing. One more thing – the Foreword by Chris Hunt, National
Communications Director for Trout Unlimited, about his first carp as a
young fellow, is a wonderful introduction to this fun and informative book.

The Orvis Guide to Fly Fishing for Carp -  By Kirk Deeter

Kirk Deeter (seen at left with another Beaver Archipelago monster)
is the editor of TROUT magazine and an editor-at-large for Field
& Stream.  He is coeditor of Field & Stream’s “Fly Talk” blog, “Fly Fishing
Jazz” columnist for MidCurrent and editor-in-chief of Angling Trade maga-
zine. Kirk is the author of five books. He has won numerous Excellence in
Craft honors for magazine feature writing from the Outdoor Writers Asso-
ciation of America, and his essay “Carp Crazy” was listed in America’s
Best Sports Writing.

An Indigo Guides customer from Texas caught this
giant golden bonefish near Beaver Island.


